We report upon recent experimental measurements made of RF properties of the intercell assembly of the second axis accelerator[ll of Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test (DARHT) facility at LANL The intercells provide both pumping and diagnostic access to the main DARHT-I1 beamline. Their design includes a pumping plenum separated from the main beam pipe by return current rods together with RF shielding provided .
frequencies (fa 200 MHz) suggest a constant value for the ratio q of the radial and azimuthal magnetic field components to which the transverse impedance is linearly related. We find that these results compare favorably to predictions from a simple analytic, lumped circuit model which includes the effects of the mesh and return current rods. We also present RF loop-to-loop frequency scans above beam pipe cutoff (-600 MHz) showing the existence of many RF modes with relatively high Qs. possible existence of high frequency, high Q, RF modes in the pumping plenum led to a request that RF shielding consisting of a conducting mesh be placed around the return current bars. The selection of wire mesh parameters involved tradeoffs, since the "geomehical transparency" of this mesh needed to be as high as possible for pumping effectiveness but the larger the mesh holes, the larger the effective RF impedance. .Some initial analysis and calculations were then done concerning the impedance of a mesh. The mesh chosen was a square 20-mm grid composed of 0.56-mm diameter stainless steel wire resulting in a geometrical transparency of ahout 94%. It was then speculated that since the (effective) dipole L/R time of the SS mesh might be less than one microsecond, transverse resistive wall type amplification of low frequency corkscrew displacements, etc., might he an issue and the mesh was coated with approximately 1 mil of copper to reduce its resistance. In all, there are 11 intercells in DARHT-11, 4 with and 7 without solenoid magnets. Figure 1 shows a CAD representation of the intercell structure and its comeonents.
INTRODUCTION
The main function of the intercell assemblies on the DARHT-I1 accelerator is to erovide both adeauate
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pumping and diagnostic access to the beamline between cell blocks. The intercell design also must provide a low impedance path for the electron beam retum current, and adequate RF shielding of the beam from possible high Q RF modes in the pumping plenum box. In this paper we describe recent measurements of both the impedance and the RF mode structure of the intercell assembly. We first describe the intercell design and then summarize analytic predictions for the effective impedance of the wire mesh. We then describe our measurement setup and technique followed by the twin lead impedance results at low and high frequencies.
EVOLUTION OF THE DARHT-I1 INTERCELL DESIGN
Originally, the intercells in DARHT-I1 were to be spaced every eight accelerator cells but then, due to ion hose growth concerns, the spacing was reduced to every six, thus increasing the pumping effectiveness by a ratio (816) . The electron beam current return path across the intercell is provided by eight, 1/4"-diameter, stainless steel return current rods spaced uniformly in azimuthal angle around the pumping plenum opening at the beam tube radius (=5"). Then non-specific concerns about the *WO& supported by U.S. DOE under C a n a t No. DE-AC03-76SFOO098.
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We developed a simple analytic model to estimate the effective W impedance of the wire mesNreutm current rod assembly. First, we presume that at RF wavelengths much greater than the wire spacings, the mesh impedance is dominated by the self-inductance (which is associated with the time-dependent magnetic field in the mesh openings) and the wire resistance. The bansverse interaction impedance of a gap region of length w
where b is the beam pipe radius and ' 1 is a complex dimensionless number giving the ratio of radial magnetic field in the gap to azimuthal magnetic field at the wall several beam pipe radii away from the gap. For a meshcovered gap at relatively low frequencies, 7 scales as:
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Here K,. is the surface-area-averaged dipole retum current, s is the mesh spacing, and A, is a logarithmic factor relating the magnetic energy around the mesh wires (with radius p) to their lumped inductance:
0-7803-7738-9/03/$17.00 0 2003 IEEENote that this formulation is for TM-like modes; since Eo is shorted out by the wire mesh, TE-like modes should be strongly suppressed. The 8 thick, return current rods also contribute to the inductance; putting this in parallel with the mesh inductance reduces 7 by -1.5 resulting in an estimated final value of lql= 0.045 . A key result here is that the low frequency impedance is predicted to be independent of frequency in the range of validity of the model.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TECHNIQUE
A "twin-leadltwin loop" technique was used to measure the transverse W impedances of the intercell structure, similar to that previously used to measure DAiUIT-I1 accelerator cell transverse impedances (see Refs. 2 and 3).
A production intercell was mounted on a support stand with 3-foot long, lO"-inner diameter "surrogate" beam tube sections clamped on both ends. A 2-meter long twin lead made of two, li2"-diameter copper tubes with their centers transversely spaced 1.5" apart was placed on the longitudinal axis of the system The twin lead was excited by the +/-output from a balun, itself driven by output from a HP-8751A network analyzer. The twin lead was terminated at the other end in its characteristic (TEM mode) impedance (about 214 ohms). A "spider" of resistors connected the midpoint of the 214-ohm resistor to the tube (ground) in order to match any "monopole" positions. This behavior implies that 11 is independent of frequency over this "lower frequency band", in agreement with the predictions of the simple analytic model discussed above. At frequencies above -200 MHz, the RF magnetic fields of the twin lead inside the mesh showed both a general decrease in amplitude and an oscillatory structure versus frequency. These oscillations are likely due to a combination of mismatches at the higher frequencies and excitation (possibly due to stray inductances) of common mode currents on the twinlead. 
HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
We made several twin lead high frequency (0.5 to 2.5 GHz) scans of the network analyzer pickup signal (S12) fin the intercell plenum. For some of the "stronger" resonances, Q s were measured and found to be as large as -800. As might be expected from applying a simple analytic pillbox model with the 6.5" radial separation of the mesh from the outer plenum boundary at I IS", the resonant frequencies of the modes appearing in these scans are all above 800 MHz. Figure 5 shows a sample measurement; in this particular case, conducting plates were clamped over the pumping ports. When the conducting plates were removed, the Q s dropped -4-fold. The 1.69 GHz mode was common to both cases with a Q value of (680, 140) for plates (on,off). Since the actual pump boundary is relatively far away, we believe the 'plate-off case is more likely to be representative of the actual situation in a working DARHT-I1 intercell. Due to time constraints, we were unable to investigate the mode field structure A d could not determine the relevant ZL. From OUT preliminary RF mode studies at frequencies above cutoff we found that there is a "forest" of relatively high Q modes in the intercell above BOO M H z or so. It is possible @ut not at all certain!) that one of these could couple to the beam (although early commissioning results at -1.3 kA do not show any obvious beam transport difficulties from such high frequency modes). We suggest that the DARHT-I1 commissioning team insert some RF loops in diagnostic ports of one or more of the intercells to monitor the RF behavior.
